
Emergencies can happen any day, at any hour. 
Carrier 911 specializes in transporting expedited 
freight from any airport/container freight station 
in the US/Canada to any destination in North 
America.  Need domestic hot shots and point-to-
point deliveries? Done! From dry vans to straight 
trucks to cargo vans, Carrier 911 is equipped to 
handle any freight, large and small.  Driven by a 
passion for excellence and an unrelenting sense 
of urgency, Carrier 911 keeps all stakeholders in 
the loop, from notification of an impending pickup 
to proof of delivery.

Carrier 911’s agile team of crisis management specialists 
and robust technology combine to coordinate every step 
of the journey, providing:

Experience the 
Carrier 911 Advantage

When Freight Crisis Strikes, 
Call Carrier 911 to Deliver

In a high-stakes recovery scenario, it’s vital to 
have the right tools for the job. With Carrier 911, 
shippers gain access to a wide-range of freight 
assets, able to meet the demands of any recovery, 
any time, anywhere. 

High-Stakes Situations 
Require Flexible Recovery

+ Sprinter Vans

+ Straight Trucks

+ Dry Vans

+ Conestogas

+ Reefers
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High visibility powered by Turvo at all times, 
on all devices

Proactive communication for all stakeholders

Customized notifications from pickup to delivery

Instant availability for freight recovery 
usually within an hour 

Exclusive-use trucks and drivers to expedite from 
any point

Reliable, on-time delivery  to get operations back on 
track

Integrated Document Management means that 
shippers have access to vital documents like Proof of 
Delivery instantly through Carrier911’s 
cloud-based platform.



Our Services

Cargo 
Recovery  

From airfreight facilities & 
container freight stations

Expedited Recovery 
and Delivery

Usually, within one hour

Full Range of Expedited 
Capacity Options

From sprinter vans to 
large-scale shipments

Accurate
Forecasting

Always be in the know 
with the state of the 

industry.

When facing an airfreight emergency, every second counts. Through a partnership with Carrier 911, shippers can 
skip the time-consuming check calls and focus on what counts: fast, effective recovery. With a vital tool kit of 
freight tracking assets, Carrier 911 puts shippers in the driver’s seat. 

Carrier 911 Puts Shippers in the Driver’s Seat

Cloud-Based Asset Tracking 

On any smart device, puts the 
power of tracking in the palm 

of your hand.

Full-Range Tracking From 
GPS to Geofencing 

Provides shippers with full 
range visibility–from birds 

eye to hyper-local

Turvo Integration 

Brings industry-leading 
software to on-demand 

airfreight recovery.

Every second counts in an airfreight emergency. 
Shippers don’t have time for constant check-calls, 
lengthy documentation processes, or clumsy 
communications. Carrier 911’s innovative software 
platform harnesses the latest in transportation tech 
to streamline complex recovery processes.

Streamlined Software 
Optimizes Airfreight Recovery

Shareable Tracking Links 

Ensure your transportation partners aren’t left in the 
dark on high-stakes recovery operations.

Optimized Documentation 
Processes 

Take the hassle and headache out of customs and 
processing, expediting recovery and getting ship-
ments back on the road

Integrated Communications 

Provide shippers with unprecedented supply chain 
collaboration capabilities.
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95 Perry Street, Buffalo, NY 14203

Get Started with Carrier 911 Today

Carrier 911 in Action

Recover 6 pallets in 
Miami with a team 
straight truck and 
deliver in 24 hours 
to Indiana. 

Pick up 2 pallets 
in a sprinter van at 
LAX and deliver in 
Nashville, TN in 
2 days. 

Recover 13 pallets 
from a CFS in NJ 
and deliver in 36 
hours with a team 
dry van to Dallas. 

It Will Seem Impossible…
Until You See it For Yourself
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https://www.carrier911.com/contact/

